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Welcome back to the new academic year.  Let’s hope it’s a bit

more settled than the last one, eh?  This is the first edition of

the S4S School Health & Wellbeing Service e-bulletin for this

academic year.  Hopefully you all managed to get some much-

needed downtime and are returning to school raring to go…!   

The S4S School Health & Wellbeing Service e-bulletin aims to

give schools an overview on current key issues around

Personal, Social, Health and Economic education (PSHEe) and

related topics. Each edition goes out at the beginning of each

half-term and gives colleagues a quick reference point to

some of the more important recent information across PSHE

education.   

As a service, we are always here to support, whether that’s via

one of our online training sessions or a service package to

deliver bespoke support around PSHE to your school.  If as a

PSHE subject lead, practitioner or school you need any help or

extra capacity in 21/22 then please get in touch with us. 

Please note, the stories in this bulletin are sourced from a

range of services including the PSHE Association, Kidscape,

Brook, Ofsted and other organisations who focus on working

to support the health and wellbeing of children across topics

within the broad spectrum of PSHEe.  Links to external

websites and organisations are provided but these do not

necessarily reflect the views and opinions of the S4S School

Health & Wellbeing Service.  

Our next edition will be with you November but please get in

touch in the meantime if you have any queries or suggestions

for the bulletin.  Previous issues of our service bulletins can be

accessed here. 

https://www.services4schools.org.uk/school-health-wellbeing-service/
https://www.services4schools.org.uk/school-health-wellbeing-service/
https://www.services4schools.org.uk/school-health-wellbeing-service/
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A bit about us, in case you didn’t know! The S4S School

Health & Wellbeing Service is provided as a partnership

between Service 4 Schools (S4S) and Health & Wellbeing in

Schools Ltd.  We offer a broad range of high-quality

specialist support around the health and wellbeing practice 

You can visit the new 
Health & Wellbeing in Schools website here 

and you can also visit our section of the S4S website here
for more details about what we do. 

The service is designed to empower and support your school’s delivery of best

practice in PSHEe and whole-school approaches to promoting pupil health and

wellbeing, especially around key priorities such as statutory RSHE (Relationships, Sex

& Health Education). 

The various elements of the service can be accessed either ad-hoc or by purchasing

one of our support packages which offer a cost-effective, high-quality and

individualised focus for schools. If you’d like a chat about any of the help and support

that we can offer around PSHEe, including any bespoke needs you might have, then

please contact us via info@services4schools.org.uk or call 0333 772 1272.

of schools, particularly in relation to Personal, Social, Health &

Economic education (PSHEe) – a curriculum area that really has never

been more important in schools as it is now. 

https://www.schoolhwb.co.uk/
https://www.schoolhwb.co.uk/
https://www.services4schools.org.uk/school-health-wellbeing-service/
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Personal, Social, Health, and 
Economic education updates
A quick look at some recent stories and news from

across PSHE education…

 

Another PSHE Association update… 

KS1-4 Health Education lesson plans, slides, resources and teacher guidance around

food choices, physical activity & balanced lifestyles.  The Association has also

released a mapping document for KS1 – KS4 linked to their programme of study and

the relevant DfE statutory guidance which will help schools plan these new resources

into their curriculum, ahead of release of the materials.  Click here to download this
document 
Lower KS3 FGM lesson plan and teaching resources 

KS1 – 4 Change, loss & grief lesson plans and guidance 

Updated Medway RSE schemes of work for KS1 - 4 

There are plenty of other useful tools and materials on the PSHE Association website, so

please take the time to check out their website (which is also getting an overhaul later

this term after member feedback). You can also flick through previous editions of our

bulletin to see what the PSHE Association have put out before – we usually flag new

things as they land! 

Don’t forget, if you want some additional support, capacity and advice on curriculum

materials or signposting to any other reputable curriculum materials then that is one of

the many things that we can do for you at the S4S School Health & Wellbeing Service!

It looks like the PSHE Association have been pretty busy over the summer, working away

on various resources and projects to help schools make PSHE as good as it can be!

In terms of teaching resources, the Association has either just released or plans to release

the following new resources for its members this term - so keep your eyes peeled! 

https://www.pshe-association.org.uk/system/files/Health%20Education%20-%20food%20choices%2C%20physical%20activity%20%26%20balanced%20lifestyles%20mapping%20guidance.pdf
https://www.pshe-association.org.uk/system/files/Health%20Education%20-%20food%20choices%2C%20physical%20activity%20%26%20balanced%20lifestyles%20mapping%20guidance.pdf
https://www.pshe-association.org.uk/


As you should know by now, the well-established national Anti-Bullying

Week 2021 is taking place between 15 – 19 November (we’ll put another

reminder in our next edition too, don’t worry!)  This year, pupils can

nominate teachers and school staff in England that go above and beyond

the call of duty to prevent and respond to bullying and to raise awareness

of bullying in school. 

 

All nominees will receive a certificate and one winner from a primary

school and one winner from a secondary school will be chosen by a panel

of children and young people during this year's Anti-Bullying Week in

November. Award winners will win an overnight stay at the Shropshire

Pub, Bar and Rooms, The Lion in the village of Leintwardine, with a two-

course dinner, a bottle of wine and breakfast included! How nice does

that sound, even this early in the term?! 

The deadline for nominations is Friday 15th October 2021 – so click here

to find out more and to submit any nominations!  Good luck! 

Anti-Bullying Week School Staff Award 
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https://anti-bullyingalliance.org.uk/anti-bullying-week/school-staff-award?mc_cid=b109108d12&mc_eid=992ad3f083


Research shows that at least one child in every

school class in England is bullied on a daily or

weekly basis (DfE, 2016). Bullying can happen in

school, in the community, in the home and online. 

 Anxiety, mental health problems and low self-

confidence are common among children who

have experienced bullying, and the negative, long-

term effects can be felt into their adult lives.  

Kidscape appeal to fund trauma therapy for

severely bullied children 

Kidscape are partnering with Aviva to raise their target of £3,000 for this project, so

we thought we’d try and help out by publicising this with our network of schools

and PSHE leads!  Perhaps it might be something that your students want to raise

money for and then donate to the project?  It would be a great pre-cursor to any anti-

bullying content in your curriculum and could lead in nicely to Anti-Bullying Week

later on this term.     

Either way, if you’d like more information
on the project and its background then
please visit the Aviva Community Fund

page for more details.
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In order to help to address this, anti-

bullying organisation Kidscape have

launched a funding appeal to help raise

the necessary funds for a trauma-informed

support project.  This will be carried out in

partnership with the Crysalys Foundation

(who are experts in trauma response) and

BACP qualified therapists at Service Six2 to

prevent, reduce and treat trauma in

children who are bullied. 

https://www.avivacommunityfund.co.uk/kidscape#start
https://www.avivacommunityfund.co.uk/kidscape#start
https://www.avivacommunityfund.co.uk/kidscape#start
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‘Consent: Do You Get It?’ Is the title for the forthcoming Sexual Health Week

2021, taking place between 13th – 19th September, and is hosted by the

amazing young people’s sexual health and wellbeing charity, Brook. 

Sexual Health Week 2021 

Throughout the week, Brook will be talking about the secret to healthy

relationships and happy sex lives: consent! This will include everything from

consent in digital relationships, how to tackle sexual harassment in schools, as

well ways to make consent more inclusive.   A very topical set of aims and

coverage, we are sure you will agree. 

 

There will be a range of activities to broaden

understanding around the topic, including

webinars.  There are also a range of tools and

resources to support and promote the

campaign in your setting – to access the
toolkit click here.

#SHW21

https://www.brook.org.uk/shw/
https://trello.com/b/7ZStVCyb/sexual-health-week-2021


The childhood bereavement charity Winston’s Wish have announced

the launch of two new online Grief Support Groups for 8 – 12 and 13 –

17-year-olds that will take place in September and October.   

The groups give grieving children and young people the opportunity to

meet others who have experienced the death of a parent, sibling or other

close relative. These small and informal peer-to-peer support groups are

overseen by Winston’s Wish Bereavement Support Practitioners.   The

groups are informal so young people can come when they wish to – just

once, every month or whenever they feel the need to.  

For more information and to see details of how to access these support

groups, please visit this link. 
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The charity has also just announced

the return of ‘Wear Wellies Day’ on

Friday 22nd October (or a date of your

own choice) to ‘make a splash and

raise some cash’ for Winston’s Wish

simply by wearing your favourite

wellies for the day!  To find out more

and sign up to take part, visit the

Wear Wellies Day page here

WINSTON’S WISH LAUNCHES 
NEW GRIEF SUPPORT GROUPS 

https://www.winstonswish.org/supporting-you/online-grief-support-groups/?utm_source=Winston%27s+Wish+newsletter&utm_campaign=bef0b54387-email_education_2021_08_19&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_d9f3f2fa6f-bef0b54387-416276662
https://www.winstonswish.org/supporting-you/online-grief-support-groups/?utm_source=Winston%27s+Wish+newsletter&utm_campaign=bef0b54387-email_education_2021_08_19&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_d9f3f2fa6f-bef0b54387-416276662
https://www.winstonswish.org/wear-wellies-day/?utm_source=Event&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2020_02_13&utm_term=wear_wellies_day&utm_content=img1


So, it was with welcome anticipation that back in

May, the DfE published The Education Staff
Wellbeing Charter, which was co-created by the

DfE and the likes of Mind, Ofsted, the major

teaching unions and a range of schools.  Take a

look at the full document for yourselves (especially

if it hasn’t come across the desk of senior leaders in

your schools as yet) to get the full picture, but in

essence it is a voluntary tool to act as a declaration

of support for, and set of commitments to, the

wellbeing and mental health of everyone working

in education.
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Ok, so this isn’t strictly PSHE is it?  But then again, what isn’t PSHE education

these days?! As we all know ‘wellbeing’ is the hot topic in education these days,

whether that be pupil, staff or the wider school community.  Whatever

wellbeing means to you, there’s no doubt that the pandemic has brought a

sharp focus to us all about the importance of properly taking care of ourselves

and others – especially in education.  It is simply not possible to focus on the

wellbeing of students without also considering the needs of staff. 

The DfE say there is no deadline to sign-up, but are ‘inviting’ schools to do so

when it is available during this autumn term – again, we’ll make sure to keep

an eye out for you on this and flag it in the next edition if the DfE have sorted it

by then…

DfE education staff
wellbeing charter sign
up starts this term 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/984134/Education_staff_wellbeing_charter_2021.pdf
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To improve wellbeing in schools and colleges by encouraging debate and

accountability 

To be a tool for schools and colleges to create, and publicly commit to, their

own wellbeing strategies and protect, promote and enhance the wellbeing

and mental health of everyone working in state education 

A list of 12 ‘commitments on education staff wellbeing’ made by DfE and

Ofsted 

A list of organisational commitments schools can make to put wellbeing and

mental health at the heart of decision making and put in place a long-term

strategy for improving staff wellbeing 

To provide principles of shared understanding on the meaning and

importance of wellbeing and everyone’s roles and responsibilities 

The key elements and aims of the charter are: 

The charter also includes links to lists of resources to support staff wellbeing,

and a range of downloads to help promote and acknowledge sign-up and

commitment to the charter.  Although the DfE stress this is voluntary, it would

be a little naïve to think that, especially as Ofsted have been involved in its

creation, schools will not be at least asked about the charter as part of any

approach to staff wellbeing, and wider work across school.  So basically, it’s

probably a really good idea to sign-up and get it into your SIP! 

The DfE say they will publicise the charter being open for sign-up this term – so

please look out for it, as it will hopefully prove to be another piece of the puzzle

in improving wellbeing in schools and wider communities.  To visit the GOV.UK

page where the charter is explained, please click here. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/education-staff-wellbeing-charter
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Ofsted report shines a light on 
sexual harassment in schools

As we should all know by now, back in June Ofsted published a rapidly undertaken review
into the issue of sexual abuse and harassment in schools, after the widely publicised posts
on the ‘Everyone’s Invited’ website. 

Whilst there is really so much to include in any article on this subject, we thought a brief
synopsis of some of the key messages and a few links to useful document here and there
would not go amiss as we get into the new academic year; and let’s be honest, a lot of
expectation to address this from a curriculum perspective will land on the shoulders of
PSHE/RSE subject leads!  This is absolutely not to say that it should be only this person’s
responsibility – a whole school (and societal) approach is needed to properly address the
attitudes, behaviours and consequences of sexual harassment and abuse in schools, so
there is no silver bullet. 

Due to the findings, Ofsted has recommended that rather than setting about finding out if
sexual harassment and sexual bullying is taking place in individual schools and then
coordinating a response, ALL schools should and must assume that it is, and react
accordingly.  This may seem like a broad stroke, but it is a sure-fire way to ensure that it
features highly on the agenda of all schools and acknowledges the scale and seriousness
of the problem. 

Nearly 90 per cent of girls and nearly 50 per cent of boys said that being sent explicit
images or videos of things they did not want to see happens ‘a lot’ or ‘sometimes’ to
them or peers 

Children and young people said that sexual harassment occurs so frequently that it has
become commonplace. 92 per cent of girls and 74 per cent of boys said that sexist
name-calling happens a lot or sometimes to them or their peers 

The frequency of these harmful sexual behaviours meant that some children and young
people considered them to be normal and part of everyday life 

There was weak implementation of RSHE and significant gaps in curriculum coverage,
as well as poor teacher subject knowledge.  Pupils were also “seldom positive” about
PSHE lessons 

The headline findings of the Ofsted report made for grim reading. In their research and
review with schools and students, inspectors found that: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/review-of-sexual-abuse-in-schools-and-colleges/review-of-sexual-abuse-in-schools-and-colleges


Schools lacking adequate processes for dealing with these (e.g.,
policies, curriculum, pastoral support, reporting mechanisms, record

keeping) will be judged as being ineffective on safeguarding 

Some of the key ‘takeaways’ related to this from the
updated inspection framework are: 

As they were tasked with conducting the report, it is no surprise that the report has triggered
a batch of updates to the EIF school inspection handbook around this topic.  They also
coincide succinctly with related expectations within the judgements which were clearly
linked to schools discharging duties around statutory RSHE – so some more links into PSHE
education which continues to come front and centre within the framework! 

Ofsted's national education director, Sean Harford said:  
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Ofsted inspection implications 

When looking at safeguarding, "inspectors will consider how the
school handles allegations and instances of sexual harassment,

online sexual abuse and sexual violence” 

“The findings from our recent review have revealed just how

commonplace sexual harassment has become in schools and

colleges. So, even when there are no specific reports, schools

and colleges must assume that it is taking place and plan to

address it accordingly. Our updated handbooks are clear about

how we will assess the approach schools and colleges have

taken to tackle these issues head-on."

“We will expect schools and colleges to have

created a culture where sexual abuse and

harassment is not acceptable and never tolerated.

And where pupils are supported to report any

concerns about harmful sexual behaviour and can

feel confident they will be taken seriously.” 

This approach will therefore mean that judgement on leadership and
management can be impacted, as well as potentially elements of

personal development and behaviour and attitudes 



In KCSiE 2021, there is  pretty chunky section in part five of the document ‘child on child sexual
violence and sexual harassment’  (p.99 – 111) which should be reviewed closely. 

When reviewing your safeguarding policy in light of the updated KCSiE guidance, it may also
be worth considering reviewing your school RSE policy (again!!) and Anti-Bullying policy to
ensure that there is sufficient content in there to ensure overlap with sexual harassment and
abuse, and links back to each policy.  We can help you with reviews of both of these statutory
policies too if needed! 

It’s also very much worth revisiting the ‘Sexual violence and sexual harassment between
children in schools and colleges’ document, which has also had some updates for this
September after it was first published in 2017 and is clearly referenced in KCSiE 2021 too. 
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Safeguarding 

The report has also triggered some inevitable additions to the annual update of KCSiE
document for 2021 as it sits squarely under schools safeguarding responsibilities (and as
such also those relevant elements within the Ofsted EIF, too as mentioned in the previous
section).  With strong links to safeguarding, many of the requirements of statutory RSHE help
schools to demonstrate that key requirement to teach children about safeguarding issues
within the curriculum, which has been a longstanding requirement of schools but is now
updated to read: 

119. Governing bodies and proprietors should ensure that children are taught about

safeguarding, including online safety, and recognise that a one size fits all approach may not be

appropriate for all children, and a more personalised or contextualised approach for more

vulnerable children, victims of abuse and some SEND children might be needed. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1014057/KCSIE_2021_September.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1014224/Sexual_violence_and_sexual_harassment_between_children_in_schools_and_colleges.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1014224/Sexual_violence_and_sexual_harassment_between_children_in_schools_and_colleges.pdf
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From a PSHE perspective, there are some obviously clear and strong links to many of the new
statutory requirements within the RSHE guidance document, for either phase of school.  It
also no doubt further strengthens the case for primary phase schools to teach additional non-
statutory sex education, and for all schools to really consider how their broader PSHE
curriculum addresses issues around harassment and abuse, and when this can be done. 
 Laying the ‘bedrock’ across PSHE on topics like permission, boundaries, privacy, bullying,
safety and appropriate relationship expectations and behaviours are all key to this. 

A good example of this would be in the Ofsted report recommendation that more time should
be allocated in the statutory RSHE curriculum for topics that pupils find difficult, such as
consent and sharing explicit images or ‘nudes’.  With careful planning and thought, these
important topics can be covered age-appropriately in both phases.  As it happens, we have a
‘sharing images’ training session suitable for all schools taking place on 18th November –
click here for details and to book on – it will no doubt be popular!  

Ensuring that online relationships and behaviours is also covered in an impactful and
effective way within PSHE, as required in related Relationships and Health Education
statutory requirements for both phases, is also a key part of the review’s findings.  It is
important to ensure that you are using good quality and up to date materials as part of your
scheme of work, and that these complement related learning in other subjects such as
computing.  There are many specialist resources out there that will help you do this – we
particularly like the Project Evolve Toolkit from the UK Safer Internet Centre. 

We would also flag a briefing document that was released by the PSHE Association in June as
a response to the Ofsted report.  Preventing Sexual Harassment in Schools - the role of PSHE
education is a really useful summary of how and what can be achieved in relation to tackling
this incredibly important topic through effective PSHE, including those vital links to the
statutory RSHE requirements.  Click the link above to take a look.  To reiterate again though –
addressing sexual abuse, harassment and bullying is not solely the job of the PSHE
curriculum.  Of course, it has a huge role to play, especially with the now statutory RSHE
requirements and will provide solid evidence and impact of how schools are addressing the
issue.  But clearly this is a bigger thing than one curriculum area can influence; a whole
school approach is needed as part of a wider system approach to challenge and correct
behaviours and attitudes in society which are now playing out in our schools.   

All being well, we will be offering a briefing webinar on this topic later this term to support
schools in understanding and implementing some of the recommendations within the report,
so please keep checking our training programme via the workforce development section of
the S4S website to see when this gets scheduled in. 

Any schools wanting to review their PSHE curriculum to help make sure it is current and that
they are doing as much as possible to link this theme into their coverage should contact us
here at the School Health & Wellbeing Service – we will be able to help and support you! 

PSHE/RSHE

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/relationships-education-relationships-and-sex-education-rse-and-health-education
https://bookwhen.com/s4swd/e/ev-s3ys-20211118130000
https://projectevolve.co.uk/
https://www.pshe-association.org.uk/sites/default/files/u26918/Preventing%20harassment%20in%20schools%20handout.pdf


And finally…we are really pleased to be able to confirm that we will be hosting another
one of our ever-popular free PSHE subject lead network meetings later on this term on
Thursday 11th November. After some useful feedback, we are also going to try a new
after-school 3:30 pm – 4: 45 pm timeslot to make the sessions even more accessible for
all

Our PSHEe Network Meetings are for Personal, Social, Health and Economic (PSHE)
education leads and staff who are responsible for delivering PSHEe. These informal
online sessions allow colleagues to share best practice as well as acting as a forum for
topical discussion and updates from across the field of PSHE education. 

There will be an opportunity to find out what support is available to schools from our
service and also hear from guest speakers, as well as a little time for questions at the end
of the session. 

The meetings are open to both primary and secondary phase school staff – and best of
all, they are free! As this is a free event, places are strictly limited to one per school one a
first come, first served basis so please sign up for your place as soon as possible.   
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Autumn Term PSHEAutumn Term PSHE

Network Meeting –Network Meeting –

and it’s still FREE!and it’s still FREE!  

To go straight to the booking page and save your space for this session, or find out more,
then click the link below: 

https://bookwhen.com/s4swd/e/ev-se7b-20211111153000

You can also drop any questions across in advance that you might want answered at the
session.

Email russell@schoolhwb.co.uk with the subject ‘network meeting question’ and we’ll
try our best to fit it in during the session! 

https://bookwhen.com/s4swd/e/ev-se7b-20211111153000


Signposting and Partners
In this section we hand over some space to highlight services which

might be beneficial to schools’ work around the PSHEe and health and

wellbeing agenda. 
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Learnful Schools  
In a world where both children and teachers have increasing stress and anxiety levels,

according to research year-on-year, and with the added complexities and challenge that

Covid has brought, everyone’s mental wellbeing has been impacted.  Learnful helps

primary schools to prioritise and transform mental and emotional healthiness by providing

online daily mindfulness and wellbeing practices for all children and staff.   

Learnful was founded by Jo Bradley, a former Assistant Head, as a way of bringing ease,

relief, and self-awareness practices into everyday school life.  Jo wanted to help schools to

provide consistent practice that equips and empowers children to notice and nurture their

experiences by paying attention to their inner world (thoughts and feelings) and the

external world around them…and learning techniques to settle, ground and choose safe

and appropriate self-regulation strategies. 

Jo knows herself that there are ‘mindfulness sceptics’ out there; she would never have been

an advocate of mindfulness in schools when she was teaching – she was simply too busy

and ‘full’ to think about it.  And the very the thought of finding some stillness and stopping –

what an alien and unrealistic concept that was! She’d have liked the idea, yes, but wouldn’t

have been able to see a way it was possible in the school day. 

For these reasons, Jo set about finding a way that made it easy for staff to implement

without adding more to their existing list of learning and teaching demands, and more

importantly, provide adults that work in school with some much-needed space in their

hectic days, too



Breath Awareness 

Outdoor Mindfulness 

Thinking Mind 

Your Body, Your Home 

Sense Awareness 

Self-Reflection 

Stories, Poems, Pictures and Metaphors 

Journaling Prompts 

Expressive Art 

Audio Practices 

Kindness and Gratitude 

Mindful Movement 

Music & Sounds 

Guest Experts 

Pupil Practices 

The Learnful online school membership portal, that also includes links to statutory

curriculum requirements for mental health, includes: 

Year Six and KS1 have their own bespoke practices that are suited to their

experience and developmental needs and capabilities.  Parents and school families

are also included in the practices by receiving weekly updates and suggestions of

practices to try at home.  To find out more about Learnful Schools or to book a virtual

chat  visit  www.learnful.co.uk or email  jo@learnful.co.uk 
 

Jo will be delivering a new training session for us in October to help integrate regular

mental and emotional fitness practices into the school day – see the training and

development section below for more details and to book your place now! 
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Learnful takes a whole-school approach to mindfulness, providing

classes from EYFS to Year Six with access to daily, high-quality

mindfulness practices and a separate Educatorspace for personal

practices that support and underpin staff wellbeing. 

https://www.learnful.co.uk/
https://www.learnful.co.uk/
mailto:jo@learnful.co.uk
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Training and development

 opportunities & DEVELOPMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Our popular professional development training sessions run throughout the academic

year, with courses offered across a range of themes related to PSHE education.  These

training sessions are open to all, regardless of whether your school is signed up to a

service support package with us or not.  Please try and get along to one of our sessions if

you need some CPD!

For certain courses, we also offer delegates an additional bespoke one-to-one follow up

session with our specialist advisor. As well as attendance at the training session,

delegates who book this option (£99) will be able to access an individual one hour

online follow up meeting to help discuss any specific issues for their school around the

themes in the training session – ideal for those schools who need that extra bit of help or

confirmation that they are putting the right things in place.  Visit the S4S training and
development website to see which of our training session this new option is available

on.  

We also offer Inset or ‘twilight’ training opportunities to enable schools to effectively

deliver key learning points to wider groups of staff, either virtually or in school.  We can

develop bespoke sessions on PSHEe-related themes if schools have additional or

combined topics they would like to address.   

A variety of introductory Governor-specific training sessions are also available, aimed at

raising awareness around health and wellbeing themes, such as RSE, Health Education,

Substances, Mental Health and Emotional Wellbeing. These can be delivered both

virtually and in school to Governors to make them as accessible as possible.   

Please do get in touch with the S4S School Health & Wellbeing Service if you would like

to find out more about any of the training support that we offer. 

https://www.services4schools.org.uk/training/
https://www.services4schools.org.uk/training/


Contact details
 

Don’t be a stranger - we would love to hear from you! Contact us by email via:

info@services4schools.org.uk or russell@schoolhwb.co.uk

Service Training Calendar:

September 2021 – November 2021
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As part of our regular programme of online training available to all school staff, we
will be running the following courses over autumn term 2021:  

Please note, courses will run subject to sufficient delegate numbers.  You can get further

information about these courses and make bookings by visiting the S4S training and
development website then clicking on the workforce development section.   

We regularly add further sessions to our rota, so please look out for more courses over the

coming months.  If there are any specific topics you’d like some CPD on, then please get in

touch and let us know – we can always create new content!  We might even dip our toes back

in the water and run an actual physical training session soon – who knows! 

www.schoolhwb.co.uk

https://www.schoolhwb.co.uk/

